
 
 

He and she cause more trouble than they does: An ERP investigation of singular they  
The English use of singular they to refer to a non-specific antecedent or an individual of 

unknown gender dates back to at least the 1300s [1]. More recently, they has emerged as a 
preferred personal pronoun for individuals who identify as gender non-binary, and a coherent 
subset of English speakers will accept they when referring to a specific, definite antecedent of 
known gender (e.g., Sarahi slept because theyi were tired.) [2,3].  Most research in this area 
investigates explicit off-line judgments rather than implicit processing. The present work 
employs ERPs to probe the on-line processing of nonbinary they. Gender mismatched pronouns 
can cause processing difficulty as revealed by various reading measures. In ERP, gender 
mismatches such as The boy thought that she would win the race typically evoke a P600 
depending on the task [4-6].  This component is thought to reflect the processes involved in 
diagnosing and attempting to repair a structural mismatch. Another component that can be 
elicited in this situation is an Nref, which is frequently elicited when the processor has to do 
more to establish reference. In the case of gender mismatches, the Nref has been argued to 
reflect extra work involved in either positing an unheralded referent outside the sentence [6] or 
greater effort linking the pronoun with a counter stereotypically gendered antecedent within the 
sentence [5].  

To our knowledge, only [7] has attempted to explore the processing of non-binary they 
with ERPs. That study compared the processing of reflexives bound to singular or plural subject 
(John and Mary/John decided to treat themselves to some sushi).  Singular subjects reliably 
elicited a P600.  This suggests that even pronouns which are not marked with an explicit binary 
gender can yield processing difficulty.  However, no conditions contained (binary) gender 
mismatches so it is hard to compare this result with previous work.  Additionally, the study was 
restricted to reflexives, which do not permit co-reference with unheralded antecedents. Further, 
reflexives were overtly marked as plural with the suffix -selves.  The P600 may have arisen 
because of this superficial morphological mismatch rather than properties associated with they. 

The present work compared the processing of singular (he/she) and plural (they) 
pronouns that matched or mismatched the subject in the sentence as in. 120 items like (1) were 
constructed and pseudorandomly presented with 30 matching pronoun filler items using a Latin 
square design. Participants were undergraduates attending a school where every student is 
introduced to preferred pronouns, taught about nonbinary gender identities, and encouraged to 
provide their preferred pronouns as part of orientation. They were told they were going to read 
sentences about named individuals who would be referenced with their preferred pronouns. The 
names were strongly associated with either male or female identities. Gender associations of 
names were established via a web-based survey on a separate group of participants. As an 
attention check, after each trial, participants were asked to identify the gender they would 
stereotypically associate with each name. 

Both mismatched singular pronouns and mismatched plural pronouns engendered 
reliable posterior positivity compared to matched controls in the critical 300-800ms after the 
pronoun was presented (where a P600 is typically observed).   This indicates that both types of 
mismatched pronouns triggered processing difficulty.  The mismatched singular pronouns also 
elicited a frontal negativity compared to matched controls in this window.  This is consistent with 
an Nref. In contrast, the mismatched plural pronouns showed no elevated frontal negativity.  
This pattern suggests both types of mismatch were detected as anomalous, but that this 
anomaly was quickly overcome for mismatching they.  For the mismatching he/she additional 
referential work was initiated.  Perhaps comprehenders posited an unheralded referent outside 
of the sentence. In sum, there is evidence that even participants familiar with nonbinary 
pronouns exhibit difficulty processing nonbinary they, but this does not result in referential 
failure as it does for mismatched he/she. Data collection has just been completed on a high 
powered (N=100) preregistered study intended to replicate this work and assess whether 
individual differences in offline judgments correlate with differences in observed ERPs. 
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(1) Sample item with critical pronoun in bold (actual stimuli were not bolded) 
Matched Singular (MA_SI): Lillian had just gotten back from vacation, so she felt exhausted. 
Mismatched Singular (MM_SI): Lillian had just gotten back from vacation, so he felt exhausted. 
Matched Plural (MA_PL): Lillian and Paul had just gotten back from vacation, so they felt exhausted. 
Mismatched Plural (MM_PL) Lillian had just gotten back from vacation, so they felt exhausted. 

Figure 1: Electrode Montage and ERPs elicited by pronouns in MA_SI condition (red), MM_SI (blue), 
MM_PL (green), and MA_PL (black) for anterior regions (top row) and posterior (lower row). (N=21) 

  

Figure 2: Scalp topographies in 300-800ms for MM_SI-MA_SI, MM_PL-MA_PL, and MM_SI- MM-PL 
difference waves.  

Table 1: Anterior analyses (NRef) (dfF1= (1,20), dfF2= (1,118))  

 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05, +p<.10 
 

Table 2: Posterior analyses (P600) (dfF1= (1,20), dfF2= (1,118)) 

 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05, +p<.10 
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processed easier than gender pronouns that mismatch the gender of the antecedent, in our case a 

gendered name. 

Statistical Analysis of ERP Data 

 Using average amplitude per condition across all pooled anterior regions (LA, CA, PA) 

and across all pooled posterior regions (LP, CP, RP) (Figure 4), a repeated measures of analysis 

(ANOVA) was performed in consecutive time windows that should allow testing for the Nref, 

the N400, and P600 (Nieuwland et al., 2014; Osterhout & Mobley, 1995): 300- 500 ms, 500-700 

ms, 700-900 ms, and 900-1100 ms. The Nref can appear as early as 300 ms and as late as 1500 

ms and usually appears as a sustained, frontal negativity lasting around 500-1500 ms 

(Nieuwland, 2014). The P600 typically has a central posterior distribution and peaks between 

500-800 ms, however it can be visible earlier (Swab et al., 2011).  The N400 emerges between 

300-500 ms after stimulus onset (Swab et al., 2011).  

!
Figure'4.'Map!of!electrodes!on!head!and!regions!of!interest!(ROIs)!each!consisting!of!6!different!
electrodes.!Anterior!regions!are!LA,!CA,!RA!and!posterior!regions!are!LP,!CP,!RP.!
!
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!
'
Figure'5.!Grand!Average!ERPs!elicited!by!target!words!in!MA_SI!condition!(red),!MM_SI!(blue),!
MM_PL!(green),!and!MA_PL!(black)!for!left!anterior!regions!(upper!left),!central!anterior!(upper!
middle),! right! anterior! (upper! right),! left! posterior! (lower! left),! central! posterior! (bottom!
middle),!and!right!posterior!regions!(lower!right).!Positivity!is!plotted!upwards.!
!
!

!
!
Figure' 6.' Difference! waves! for! MM_PL9MAPL! (blue),! MM_SI! 9! MA_SI! (red),! MM_SI9MM_PL!
(green)! for! ! left! anterior! regions! (upper! left),! central! anterior! (upper! middle),! right! anterior!
(upper!right),! left!posterior!(lower! left),!central!posterior!(bottom!middle),!and!right!posterior!
regions!(lower!right)!and!the!corresponding!scalp!topographies!for!the!3009800!time!windows!
for! the! MM_SI! 9MA_SI! difference! wave! (top)! and! of! the! MM_PL9MA_PL! difference! wave!
(bottom).! For! the! topographical! plots,! red! indicates! +1.5! µV! and! blue! indicates! 91.5! µV.!
Significant!ERP!effects!are!labeled!in!the!difference!wave!graphs.!!
 
Table'2.!F"and!p"values! from!ANOVA!for! the!mismatching!singular9matching!singular!contrast!
and!the!mismatching!plural9matching!plural!contrast!in!four!different!time!frames.!

 

Table	of	Analyses	for	NRef:	assessed	by	Anterior	regions	in	windows	establish	by		
  300-600 ms 500-700 msec 700-900 msec 900-1100 msec 
Contrast df F p F p F p F p 
MM_SI-MA_SI          
Anterior 1, 20 7.157 0.015 * 7.879 0.011 * 2.075 0.165 1.666 0.211 
Posterior 1, 20 10.315 0.004 ** 4.778 0.041 * 1.912 0.182 0.069 0.796 
MM_PL-MA_PL          
Anterior 1, 20 0.648 0.43 0.061 0.808 0.646 0.431 0.633 0.436 
Posterior 1, 20 7.571 0.012 * 7.127 0.015 * 1.08 0.311 0.273 0.607 
	
Table 1: Anterior analyses for windows relevant to the NRef 
Comparision	 300-600ms	 600-800ms	 800-1000ms	
MM_SI-MA_SI	 F1=10**,F2=3.3*	 F1=3.42*,F2=1.93+	 F1=1.9+,F2 < 1	
MM_SI-MM_PL	 F1=15.8***,F2=6.4*	 F1=5.6*,F2=2.5+	 F1=2.4+,F2=2.2+	
MM_PL-MA_PL	 Fs < 1	 Fs < 1	 Fs < 1	
Match:Number	 F1=6.23*, F2=4.2*	 Fs < 1	 Fs < 1	

									    
Table 2: Posterior analyses for windows relevant to the P600		 
Comparison	 300-600ms	 600-800ms	 800-1000ms	
MM_SI-MA_SI	 F1=8.4**,F2=15.6***	 F1=4.4*, F2=8.4**	 Fs < 1	
MM_SI-MM_PL	 F1<1, F2=1.9+	 Fs < 1	 Fs < 1	
MM_PL-MA_PL	 F1=7.0**,F2=19.6***	 F1=4.4*, F2=7**	 F1=2.5+, F2=2.5+	
Match:Number	 Fs < 1	 Fs < 1	 Fs < 1	

									    
 
Anterior (NRef) 300-600ms 600-800ms 800-1000ms 
MM_SI-MA_SI F1=10**,F2=3.3* F1=3.42*,F2=1.93+ F1=1.9+,F2 < 1 

MM_SI-MM_PL F1=15.8***, F2=6.4* F1=5.6*, F2=2.5+ F1=2.4+, F2=2.2+  
MM_PL-MA_PL Fs < 1 Fs < 1 Fs < 1 
Match:Number F1=6.23*, F2=4.2* Fs < 1 Fs < 1 
 

Posterior (P600) 300-600ms 600-800ms 800-1000ms 
MM_SI-MA_SI F1=8.4**,F2=15.6*** F1=4.4*, F2=8.4** Fs < 1 

MM_SI-MM_PL F1<1, F2=1.9+ Fs < 1 F1=2.5+, F2=2.5+  
MM_PL-MA_PL F1=7.0**,F2=19.6*** F1=4.4*, F2=7** Fs < 1 
Match:Number Fs < 1 Fs < 1 Fs < 1 
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Table 2: Posterior analyses for windows relevant to the P600		 
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